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Minnie and Moo and the 

Thanksgiving Tree 

Name ______________________________     
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chickens 

and the 

rooster 

4 in all 

2 Holsteins 

and  a big 

steamer 

trunk 

2 

turkeys 

 1ostrich, 1 duck, 2 

geese, 1 pig, and 

2 sheep 

Minnie and 

Moo 

How many animal legs were in the tree when this many were left? 
Use the space below to draw and solve the problem. 

          Work Space 
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chickens 

and the 

rooster 

Holsteins 

and  a big 

steamer 

trunk 

turkeys Minnie and 

Moo 

ostrich, duck, 

geese, pigs, and 

sheep 

     

Number the animals in order of how they hid in the tree: 

In your opinion, what was the funniest thing in the tree?  Why? 

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 
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What things fell from the Thanksgiving tree?  

Circle the right answers: 

pie egg stuffing gravy milk bread 

Tofu sweet  

potatoes 

pig cranberries honey apples 

squealed bounced buzzed walked fell sang 

hopped quacked squawked ran jumped flew 

How did the animals fall out of the tree?  

Circle the right answers: 

What did Moo say spring would bring?  _______________________________ 
Winter is made warmer by what, according to Minnie? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
What are you thankful for? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
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chickens 

and the 

rooster 

4 in all 

2 Holsteins 

and  a big 

steamer 

trunk 

2 

turkeys 

 1ostrich, 1 duck, 2 

geese, 1 pig, and 

2 sheep 

Minnie and 

Moo 

How many animal legs were in the tree when this many were left? 
Use the space below to draw and solve the problem. 

          Work Space 

 

Answer:  48 
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Number the animals in order of how they hid in the tree: 

In your opinion, what was the funniest thing in the tree?  Why? 

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

 

     

chickens 

and the 

rooster 

Holsteins 

and  a big 

steamer 

trunk 

turkeys Minnie and 

Moo 

ostrich, duck, 

geese, pigs, and 

sheep 

2 4 1 3 5 
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What things fell from the Thanksgiving tree?  

Circle the right answers: 

pie egg stuffing gravy milk bread 

Tofu sweet  

potatoes 

pig cranberries honey apples 

squealed bounced buzzed walked fell sang 

hopped quacked squawked ran jumped flew 

How did the animals fall out of the tree?  

Circle the right answers: 

What did Moo say spring would bring?  hope 

Winter is made warmer by what, according to Minnie? friendship 
What are you thankful for? Answers will vary 


